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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (a, 2, p) be a probability space and .I’ a Banach space. The follow- 
ing results are well known for abstract conditional expectations 
(i) If C is a sub-a-field of 2, f,(o) -“f(o) p-a.e. and there is a non- 
negative real valued function 40 E L’(Q) s.t. I/f,(o)\/ <q(o) p-a.e. for all 
n> 1 then lim,,, Ezf,(w) = E”(o). This is just the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem for abstract conditional expectations (see [S]). 
(ii) If {zm, z},, , are sub-a-fields of 2, V,“= , C, = Z or fi‘I,“=, 2, = C 
andfEL$(Q) (1 <PC co) then EZn -+L%(“) E’J: Furthermore if p = 1 then 
EZnf(o) --+’ Ezf(w) p-a.e. These are known as martingale convergence 
theorems (see [S] and [14, Theorem 51). Together with the general theory 
of martingales have an increasingly important impact in Banach space 
theory (see [5, Chap. VI). 
In this note we investigate what happens when {C,),, I is not a 
monotone sequence of sub-a-fields, but rather it converges to Z in a more 
complicated way. Namely, C = V,::, fizz, C, = fiFz I V,“=, C, or using 
the Kuratowski terminology C = lim inf, _ lr C, = lim supn _ 41 C,. Previous 
work on this issue was done for R-valued functions by Fetter [6]. Using 
completely different techniques, that depended on the fact that X= R, she 
managed to show that { EZnf I,,>, converges to Ezf in p-measure and using 
that she finally proved that we also have LP-convergence. Here we first 
prove that {Ezf)j,,l converges to EZf in the Q(Q) (1 < p < co)-norm 
and so we get as a corollary of that the convergence in measure result. 
Then we consider the case where f(. ) is substituted by a sequence 
(f,( .) >,, $, E L;(Q) (1 d p < co). We prove two convergence theorems, one 
for the case where f, + f weakly in Q(O) and another for the case where 
f, -+ f strongly in L$(Q). Finally in the last section the above results are 
extended to compact convex valued measurable multifunctions. We prove 
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convergence results for both the Hausdorff metric and the weaker notion of 
Kuratowski-Mosco convergence. 
For the necessary background on Bochner integration and the vector 
valued conditional expectation we refer to [5]. In the next section we will 
recall a few facts about measurable multifunctions, their conditional expec- 
tation and their different modes of convergence. Details can be found in 
Castaing and Valadier [2], Himmelberg [S], Rockafellar [lo, 1 l] and 
Salinetti and Wets [ 12, 131. This material will be needed in Section 4. 
2. MEASURABLE MULTIFUNCTIONS 
Let F: Sz -+ 2-‘{@} b e a multivalued (set valued) function from the space 
D to the family of subsets of a space X. The set 
is called the graph of F(. ). Also if I/c X we define the following set 
F-(V)={oER:F(o)nV#(211. 
This is known as the weak inverse image of V by F( ). 
When X is a topological vector space, by Pr(X) (resp. P,JX)) we will 
denote the nonempty, closed (resp. compact) subsets of X. If X is a locally 
convex space, then a u’ in front off (resp. k) will mean that the closedness 
(resp. compactness) is with respect o the weak topology on X. Finally a c 
after f or k will mean that the set is in addition convex. 
In the next theorem we summarize the major results concerning the 
measurability of a multifunction. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (a, C) be a measurable space and X a separable 
metric space. Let F: Q--f Pr(X) be a multifunction. Consider the following 
statements 
(1) F-(B) E C for every BE B(X) the Boref a-field of X. 
(2) F-(C) E C ,for euery C a closed subset of X. 
(3) F- (U) E E for every LJ an open subset of X. 
(4) or + d(x, F(w)) is a measurable function for every x E X. 
(5) There exists a sequence of measurable selectors f,(. ) of F(, ) s.t. 
ffs4L 1 = F(w) (Castaing representation). 
(6) Gr FE C x B(X). 
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Then we have the following results. 
6) (l)*(2)*(3)-(4)=(6). 
(ii) If X is Polish (i.e., is in addition complete) then (3)o (5). 
(iii) If X is Polish and there is a complete a-finite measure on C then 
( 1) to (6) are all equivalent. 
Following Himmelberg [S] we say that a multifunction satisfying (2) 
(resp. (3)) is measurable (resp. weakly measurable). 
Given any multifunction F: Q + p/(X) (X a separable Banach space) we 
can define the following set SL= {f~ L;(R): f(w) E F(o) p-a.e.}. This can 
be empty. If it is nonempty then it is easy to check that it is a closed subset 
of L;(o). 
Using this set we can define an integral of F( ) 
1 F(w) &to)= j” f(o)ddw):fEG 
a a 
This definition was first introduced by Aumann [ 1) for X = Iw”. It is a 
generalization of both the integral of single valued functions and of the 
Minkowski summation of sets. It turned out to be an extremely powerful 
tool in several areas of applied mathematics, especially in optimal control 
theory and mathematical economics. 
Clearly if SL= @ then Jo F(w) dp(o) = @. We will say that F(. ) is 
integrably bounded if there is a q( .) E L’(Q) st. 
p-a.e. 
Using the Kuratowski-Ryll Nardzewski selection theorem (see [lo]) we 
have that in this case Sb# @ and so Jo F(w) dp(o) # /zr. 
From Hiai and Umegaki [7] we know that for C, a sub-a-field of C and 
F: 52 -+ P,.(X) an integrably bounded multifunction, there exists a unique 
multifunction EZoF: Sz -+ Pr( X) which is C,-measurable integrably bounded 
and we have that 
S;+,,(C,) = cl{Ezy f~ Sk) 
where the closure is taken in the L:(Q)-norm. We call EzoF( .) the set 
valued conditional expectation of F( ) with respect to C,. 
Recall that for any two sets A, B in X we can define their Hausdorff dis- 
tance by 
h(A, B)=max{sup inf (/a-b]/, sup inf \(a-b/l}. 
nsA bsB heBoeA 
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We know that PJX) endowed with the Hausdorff distance h( ., . ) is a 
complete metric space (see [2]). When F,( . ) and Fz(. ) are two integrably 
bounded multifunctions from D into Pf(X), we set d(Fi, F2) = jn h(F,(w), 
FJw)) &L(w). This is a metric on all integrably bounded F: Q -+ PJX). In 
fact the metric space is complete. 
Another notion of convergence of sets, more appropriate in the study of 
the stability of optimization and variational problems, is the one 
introduced by Mosco [9] and extensively studied by Salinetti and Wets 
[12, 131. Let X be a Banach space and let {A,),,>i be a sequence of non- 
empty, closed subsets of X. Let t be the topology on X. We say that A,, 
r-converges in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense to A if 
t- lim A,cA&t- lim A, 
n-m n-m 
where 
t- lim A,=(x=t- lim x,:x,~A, MEMEN} 
n-rm m-cc 
and 
t- lim A,={x=t- lim x,,:x,~A~ HEN). 
n-02 “-CC 
Since we always have that 
t- Iim A,ct- iii% A, 
n 4 m n-tm 
we deduce that {A,jna, t-converges to A in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense 
if and only if t-lim,,, A,=A= t-lh,,, A,, and in that case we write 
that A,-+-K-MA as n+co. 
When w-i&,,, A.=A=s-l&,, A,, (where w denotes the weak 
topology and s the strong topology), we will say that A, converges to A in 
the Kuratowski-Mosco sense and write A,, -+K- M A as n + co. 
Finally if if,, } n z , is a sequence of closed, convex functions we will say 
thatf,-+‘fasn-+coifandonlyifepif,+K-Mepzj-asn+oO. 
3. CONVERGENCE RESULTS FOR SINGLE VALUED FUNCTIONS 
In the next result let X be a Banach space having the Radon-Nikodym 
property (see [5]). Let (Q, 2, p) be a complete probability space and let 
iC,>,, 1 be sub-a-fields of 2. 
As already mentioned in Section 1, lim inf,, m Z’, = V,“= , n:=, C, and 
lim supn _ o. c,=nz,v,-2,. 
Our first convergence result is the following. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Zf lim sup” _ a, I;, = lim inf,, _ m L’, = C and f E Lg(s2) 
(1 <p<co) then 
E=f 
Lp,W + E=$ 
Proof. We know (see [S, p. 1231) that for all n> 1 
llE?f II p G II f II p and IIE”f IlpG llf lip. 
Let A,= Ornan C,,, and K=Vmr, K,. Clearly for all n 3 1, A, E 
Z,, c K, and furthermore A, t C, K, 1 C as n -+ co. From Minkowski’s 
inequality we have that 
llE=Y-E=f lI,<IIE=“f-E”“fll,+ lIE”yf-E=flI,. (*I 
Since /1,t C as n --) co we know from Chatterji’s martingale convergence 
theorem (see [3, 5, p. 126 Corollary 41) that E”“f -+L%n) EZf: So we have 
that lim, _ cc )I E”“f-- E”f JIP = 0. Hence we need to estimate 
(( E”y- E”lf([ P. Using the fact that for all n > 1, ,4, c 2, c K, we have that 
IIE”~-E”“fll,=IIE~~-E~nE”“f/),=jlE=n(f-E””f)I), 
< IIEKn(f- EAnf)ll,= IIEKnf - E”“fIl,. 
Note that 
lIEK”f-E”Yll,,< I/E+EZf lip+ llEZf -E”Y/l, 
and once again from Chatterji’s martingale convergence theorem we have 
that (IEKnf-EZfll,-+Oand I(EZf-EnZfI(,-,Oasn-,co. 
Hence IIEKnf - EAnf JIP -+ 0 as n + cc which means that IjEZnf- E”“fI) p 
+ 0 as n -+ co. Going back to (*) we finally have that 
lIE?f -E=f lIp+O 
asn-+co. Q.E.D. 
Recall that because of Chebyshev’s inequality Lf;(L?)-convergence implies 
convergence in measure. So we have the following corollary of 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the hypotheses of the theorem hold. 
COROLLARY. E”y(. ) + p EZf (. ) as n -+ CD. 
Theorem 3.1 can be generalized. Instead offs L%(a) consider a sequence 
~fmfL.l-4(Q). w e will first consider the case where fn + w ~ L!@) f: 
For that purpose we need the following lemma, which is interesting for its 
own sake. Assume that X is a Banach space and that X* has the Radon- 
Nikodym (R-N) property. Also C is a sub-a-field of 2. 
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LEMMA 3.1. 1f.f~ L%(Q) and ge [Lf;(Q, Z)]* (1 <p < co) then 
jQ (f(w), g(o)) 44u) = h, (-cf(~), g(u)) 440). 
ProoJ First note that because X* has the R-N property 
[Lf;(s2, C)]* = LyX*(sZ, 2’) where l/p + l/q = 1 (see [5, p. 98, Theorem 11). 
Next let g = x*xA, where A E 2. Then we have that 
h, (f(u), g(o)) 440) = jA (f(~), x*) 440) = (x*7 jA f(w) co) 
= .r a WfWt g(o)) 440). 
Next let g(o) = C,“=, x,*x~,(w), A, E C, n 2 1. Then 
j* (f(o), g(Q)) Mw) = f j (f((JJ)? Xn*XA,(U)) 4.4~) 
,,=I Q 
= 
For arbitrary g(. ) E L~,.(s2,2) we can find simple functions {.snJnZ I s.t. 
s,(o) -+S g(u) p-a.e. and ljs,(o)ll <q(w) p-a.e. where cp E L’+(Q Z). Then 
we have 
Applying Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem we finally get that 
jQ (f(w), g(o)) 440) = il, (Jw;f(O)> g(o)) 44QJ) 
as claimed. Q.E.D. 
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We can use that to obtain the following convergence result. The 
hypotheses on X used in Lemma 3.1 remain in effect. Furthermore by 
( ., . ) we will denote the duality brackets between I&?(Q) and L%,(G). Also 
assume that X has the R-N property too. Finally /i, = fizz, C,. 
THEOREM 3.2. If lim sup, _ r: Zn = lim inf, _ r Z, = C and f, -+ *‘- L$ f 
(ldp<m)thenforallg~L~,(Q,A,), (g,E”~~))-*(g,E=f)asn~co. 
ProoJ For all n >, 1 we have that 
( g, E=-yN - Eff ) = ( g, E’“f, - Ezy + E=yf - EZf ) 
= (8, E”n(fn-f)) + (g, (EZn-Ez‘)f). 
From Theorem 3.1 we know that Ez”f -+Lcco) E’f as n -+ co. Hence 
( g, ( Ezn - E=) f ) -+ 0 as n + cc. Also since by hypothesis f, --+ + ‘cCa) ,f 
we have that (g, fn -f) -P 0 as n -+ cc. Using Lemma 3.1 we get that 
(g, E’-yf,, - Ezf ) -+ 0 as n-as. Q.E.D. 
Finally we will consider the case where the f,,‘s converge strongly in 
tfl(a) (1 < p < cc ) to f: Here we assume that X is a Banach space having 
the Radon-Nikodym property. 
THEOREM 3.3. Zflim sup, _ c4 C, = lim inf, _ 3 C,, = iY andf,, -+L~‘R’,f as 
n-+cc. ThenErnf,,,L”n(R’E~faasn~co. 
Proof. The Minkowski inequality tells us that 
~~E=lfn-E~ff~I,=IIEZlfn-E~nf+E=nf-E~fflp 
G II E?fi, - E?f II p + (1 E’Of - E=f /I p 
From Theorem 3.1 we know that jiEZ”f- Ezf (jp-+O as n--f co. Also 
recall that the abstract conditional expectation is a contraction. So we get 
that 
II~"~-~~~II,~llf,-fII,-~ as n+co. 
Therefore we conclude that [jE”f, - Ef [I p --) 0 as n -+ GO. Q.E.D. 
4. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS FOR MULTIFUNCTIONS 
Throughout this section all a-fields will be complete with respect to the 
probability measure ,u. So let (C?, 2, p) be a complete probability space, 
WI>,, I I a sequence of sub-a-fields of 2 and X a separable Banach space, 
having the R-N property. 
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We start with a convergence result that involves the Hausdorff metric. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf F: Q -+ Pkc( X) is integrably bounded and 
lim sup C, = lim inf C, = C 
n -* m n-m 
then A(EZ*F,EZF)+O as n-too and if [EzflF(w)( f+(w), where $(.)E 
L’+(G), n3 1 then EznF(w) -+h EzF(o) p-ax. 
Proof. Using the triangle inequality for the Hausdorff metric we have 
for any OEQ and all n> 1 
h(EZnF(w), E=‘F(w)) G h(EEnF(w), E”‘F(w)) + h(E”‘F(w), ELF(w)). 
Integrating both sides we get that 
i,, h(E”nF(w), ELF(w)) dp(w) d jQ h(Z?F(w), E”‘F(o)) c+(w) 
From Theorem 6.1 of [7] we know that Jn h(l?F(w), E=F(o)) 
dp(w) -+ 0 as n 4 co. Also since for n > 1, A, 5 C, E K,, we have that 
h(E=‘F(w), E”‘F(w)) = h(EznEKnF(o), E=nE”nF(w)) 
and using Theorem 5.2( 1”) of [7] we get that 
j h(E%EKnF(w), E=“E”“F(w)) dp(w) n 
< 
s 
n h(EKnF(o), E”flF(o)) dp(o). 
But note that 
s h(EKnF(w), E”“F(w)) dp(w) R 
= A( EKnF, EAnF) Q A( EKnF, EZF) + A(EzF, E”‘F) 
and again by Theorem 6.1 of [7] we know that A(EKnF, E”F) 4 0 and 
A(EzF, E”‘F) -+ 0 as n --* co. So we have that Jn h(ExnF(w), E”.F(w)) 
dp(w) -+ 0 as n + cc and going back to (*) we get that 
A(EZnF, EzF) = 1 h(EznF(w), E=F(w)) dp(w) --) 0 as n-+03. 
n 
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So h(EznF(.)), ELF(.))-+0 in L’(Q). Hence h(EmF(.), ELF(.)) --Pi 0 as 
n-+ 03. 
Next note that for all A ~2 
j 
A 
fw+F(o), EZF(o)) d/i(o) d h, h(EZ~F(0), EZF(o)) d/k(o). 
Also for all n b 1 
h(EC”F(O), ELF(o)) < h(E”F(o) - lFF(w), 0) 
= IEE’F(‘(u) - EZF(Q)( 
<$(o) + E”cp(o) p-a.e. 
where cp(. ) is the L’(Q)-bound of F(. ). So applying the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem we get that 
for all A E 2. Therefore lim n _ o. h(E’nF(o), ErF(o)) = 0 p-a.e. Q.E.D. 
In the above theorem our assumption on F( .) was very strong. We can 
relax it and obtain another pointwise convergence theorem for the strong 
Kuratowski-Mosco convergence. So assume that X* has the Radon- 
Nikodym property too. 
THEOREM 4.2. If F: Q --* Pwkc(X) is integrably bounded, lim sup, _ ~ 2, 
= lim inf, _ m Zc, =C and for all n > 1, IEznF(~)I < tj(o) ,u-a.e. where 
$(.)EL’(Q) then EznF(w) -+-K--MEZF(w) p-a.e. 
Remark. In this theorem F(. ) takes w-compact, convex values which is 
a significant generalization over the s-compact, convex values that it had in 
Theorem 4.1. For example in a reflexive Banach space the unit ball and 
more generally any w-closed, bounded set is w-compact (Alaoglu’s 
theorem), but it is not s-compact. In fact s-compact sets in an infinite 
dimensional Banach space have an empty interior. 
Proof Let g( .) E SiZ,,,. We know from [7, Theorem 5.11 that 
S&, = cl E=S; 
where the closure is taken with respect to the L:(0)-norm. We claim that 
Sb is w-compact in L:(Q). A straightforward way to see that is the 
following. Let u(.) L,“,(Q) = [L$(G?)]* 
sup(u,f) =;;; j, (~(~)>f(u)) &(o). 
fe s: 
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From Theorem 2.1 of [7] we have that 
Because of the w-compactness of F( ) and thanks to the Kuratowski- 
Ryll Nardzewski selection theorem we can find 2: Q-+X measurable s.t. 
,?(a) E F(O) for all o E Q. So a( .) E Si.. Hence we have that 
and since u E L?,(Q) was arbitrary we conclude by James’ theorem that Sk 
is w-compact in L;(Q). (See [4, p. 13, Theorem 41). Since EZ(. ) is a con- 
tinuous, linear operator we know that it is also w-continuous and so we 
deduce that E’S; is w-compact in L$(Q, C). Also it is convex since Sk is. 
Recalling that for convex sets weak and strong closure coincide, we finally 
have that 
So g = ELf for some f~ SL.. Applying Theorem 3.1 we have that for all 
AEZ lim,,, lA I?f(o) =lA EZf(w). Since by the corollary to 
Theorem 3.1 EZnf( ) -“Ezf(fo as n-so, we can apply Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem (see [S, p. 453) to get that 
I lim EZ;f’(w) = i Eff( o) for all A E 2. 
,‘f ,,‘T A 
So lim,, nj E”f(o) = EZ’(o) p-a.e. Hence we get that g(w) = E<f(o) E s - 
lim,,, EznF(w) CL-a.e. Since g(. ) was arbitrary we have that this is true for 
all elements of Sg,. From Castaing’s representation result we know that 
there exists { g,(. ) 1 n3, E- S&, s.t. cl(g,(w)),, , = EzF(o). Hence we con- 
clude that 
E”F(o) E s-lim inf EZn’F(w) p-a.e. (1) n-n; 
Next consider w -+ s-lim supn _ a EznF(w). This is a measurable and 
integrably bounded multifunction. Let u( ) E Sf.,,m sup, j i L.+. Then 
Iim inf /jr(o) - EznF(o)I/ = 0 
n - -x 
CL-a.e. 
Note that ErnF(o) E Pi&X) for all w E Sz. Hence for all n >, 1 
M,(u)= (x~E=“F(co): IIu(w)-XII = ll~(~)-E~~F(w)ll} 
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is nonempty and closed for all o ~0. Apply the Kuratowski-Ryll 
Nordzewski selection theorem to find measurable functions m,: ~2 -+X s.t. 
m,(o)~M,(o)forallo~52,n~1.Thenm,=E~nff~S,,n~1.Asabove 
we can get that /Eznf(f(o) - Ezj‘(w)ll + 0 ,u-a.e. as n 4 co. Now we note that 
and taking lim inf of both sides we have that 
+ lim liEzy(o)-EZf(w)(J =0 ,u-a.e. 
n-Jr 
Hence g(u) = E’f(w) p-a.e. which means that g(o) E ELF(u) p-a.e. and 
working once again with the Castaing representation we get that 
s-lim sup ELnF(w) c EzF(w) 
n - 5 
p-a.e. (2) 
From (1) and (2) above we finally have that 
E=nF(o ) s-KM E=F(w) ii-a.e. Q.E.D. 
Using this theorem we can have the following useful result. Our 
assumptions on X and X* are the same with those in Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. If lim sup,, _ % C, = lim inf, _ ~ L’, = C and I;: L? --t 
PJX) is integrahly bounded then 
cOnv EZnF(o) s-K cOnv EzF(w) p-a.e. 
Proof: From [7] we know that 
cOnv ELnF(o) = EL-nBiiV F(o) ,u-a.e. 
and 
CZiV ELF(o) = E=LSiiV F(w) p-a.e. 
Mazur’s theorem tells us that COnv F(w) E P,,&X) for all o E 9. Hence 
we can apply Theorem 4.2 and get that 
EZnZiiVF(‘(o)~ E=ZRiV F(o) p-a.e. 
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and so 
s-K-M - miiv E=‘F(o) ____* conv EZF( w ) p-a.e. Q.E.D. 
We can get the stronger convergence in the Hausdorff metric for a 
sequence of ( EZnF} n 2 1. Assume that X is finite dimensional. 
THEOREM 4.4. Zf lim sup,, _ o. C, = lim inf,, _ m Z,, = Z and F: Q -+ P,(X) 
is integrably bounded then 
E=“F(w) --fL EZF(‘(w) p-a.e. 
Proof. From Theorem 5.5 of [7] we can easily deduce that 
a~nRo)(.)=EZfl~F(w)(.) and GQ(,)(~ I= E’kcwj(. 1 w.e. 
Also from the corollary to Theorem 3.1 we know that 
E=“+,(. ) I’ ) E%.&) as n-+cc. 
Hence we can find a subsequence {nk} c {n} s.t. 
EZ”kcF(oj( .) -+ EZo,,,( .) ,n-a.e. as nk --) 00. 
Observe that { E’v,(,,(. ), EZa,(,,(. )}, 2,, o E Sz, are closed, convex 
functions which are finite for all x* E X*. Hence Corollary 2E of Salinetti 
and Wets [12] tells us that E%,(,)(~) +’ EZoFcoj(.) p-a.e. But then 
invoking Theorem 3.1 of Mosco we conclude that 
EZ”F( 0) h E=F(w) p-a.e. Q.E.D. 
We will close the paper by generalizing Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 to a 
sequence (F,}, >, of multifunctions. 
For the next result assume that the dual X* has the Radon-Nikodym 
property too. 
THEOREM 4.5. If lim sup, _ m ,Z,, = lim inf, _ o. L’, = .Z and F,, , Fz f2 -+ 
P,,+.(X) are integrably bounded by q( .) E L’(Q) and F,,(o) +KmM F(o) p-a.e. 
then 
EznF,(o) s-K-M E=F(o) p-a.e. 
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Proof The proof follows the general pattern of that of Theorem 4.2 so 
1 we will skip the details. So let g E S,. Then g = Ezf with f E Sk. Using the 
fact that IIf -F,,(o)ll --+ 0 p-a.e. as n -+ a~ together with assumption 
that for all n > 1 and all o E 9, F,(o) E P,+(X) and the Kuratowski-Ryll 
Nardzewski selection theorem, we can find fn~5$.+, n B 1 s.t. 
f,(o) +“f(o) p-a.e. A straightforward application of the Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem gives us that ,!?“f,(w) --*’ E=f(w) p-a.e. 
Since Eznf, E S&,, for all n 3 1, we get that g(o) = EZf(o) E s-lim inf, _ oii 
E’nF,( 0.1) p-a.e. 
Next let u(. ) E Sf-,i, suP timF,. As before we can find m,( .) E S&,, s.t. 
iju(u) - m,(o)/l --+ 0 p-a.e. as n -+ cc. Clearly m, = E”yB withf, E Sk”, n > 1 
and EZnf(. ) --t p I?“(.). So u(o) = Ezf(w) p-a.e. which means that u(o) E 
ELF(o) h-a,e. Hence /?‘F,(o) +s-KmM E=F(‘(o) p-a.e. Q.E.D. 
The corresponding extension of Theorem 4.1 has as follows. As was the 
case throughout this section, X is separable and has the R-N property. 
THEOREM 4.6. If lim sup,, _ o. C, = lim inf, _ m C, = 2, Fn: Q + Pk,(X) 
are integrably bounded by cp( .)E L’(Q) and F,(w) -+h F(o) p-a.e. Then 
A(EznF,,, EdF) -+ 0 as n + co and if { EznF,}, a1 is integrably bounded by 
$(.)E L’( ) then EznF,(o) --+h EzF(w) p-a.e. as n -+ CCJ. 
Proof The proof follows the exact same pattern as that of Theorem 4.1 
and so is omitted. Q.E.D. 
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